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They don’t work on the front lines — not, at least, in the sense that doctors, nurses and paramedics do. No 

one is driving by their workplaces holding up encouraging signs or organizing prayer rallies in their parking 

lots. But their work is essential. They collect trash, monitor inmates, repair engines, cook meals and care for 

the destitute. They also face health risks in the era of COVID-19. Working from home isn’t an option.  We have chosen 

to highlight these workers not only as a way to draw attention to people whose important contributions often go un-

heralded, but also to show the precautions they have taken to protect themselves and others. They have to work, and 

they are doing their best to stay safe. 

JANET MORGAN | JANET.MORGAN@MYHORRYNEWS.COM

Coast RTA driver Gary Bradley started off as a firefighter in the U.S. Air Force, served in Vietnam and later became a firefighter in Massachusetts. After he cleans the bus, passengers mind their distance as 
they board the bus bound for Kingstree. “I just talk to them and put them at ease, you know?” he says of his passengers. “It’s what I do. I’ve been doing it a long time since I was school bus driver.”

Some jobs don’t stop during a global pandemic

DRIVING THE BUS
Like the bus he drives four times a week, Gary Bradley’s 

routine remains on a fixed route. 
Working amid the coronavirus pandemic can be worrying 

for the 75-year-old Coast RTA driver. 
“I’m as concerned as everybody else I suppose,” the Con-

way resident said. “I’m an older person, so if something hap-
pens that could be it, you know?” 

Still, he’s committed to taking passengers to their destina-
tions. Even during a crisis, many still have to get to work. 

“I [do] it because that’s my job,” Bradley said. 
Riders also share concerns in light of current events. 
Coast hasn’t required fares for over a month. The bus serv-

ice also takes precautions such as disinfecting buses fre-
quently and taping off seats at the front. Twice per shift, 
Bradley uses spray bottles and paper towels to wipe down 
areas like seats and rails. 

He said being kind to riders is crucial, especially now. 

Bradley might be the first or last person a rider sees during 
the day.  

“I try to be cordial,” he said. 
He moved to South Carolina in 2007 from Cape Cod, Mas-

sachusetts, trading “one beach for another” as his wife put it. 
As riders boarded a bus at the Myrtle Beach Transfer Cen-

ter recently, Bradley recalled working in munitions and as 
an initially reluctant fireman with the U.S. Air Force decades 
ago. His military service took him overseas to Vietnam and 
Thailand. 

As a civilian, he ended up at Otis Air National Guard Base, 
working his way to assistant fire chief. 

Retiring at 51, driving a bus was a way for him to stay busy.  
He drove a school bus for over 20 years, first up north and 

then for a decade in Horry County. 

STILL WORKING, A6 

“I’m an older person, so if something happens that could be it, you know?” 

Gary Bradley 
Coast RTA bus driver
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